
Data Sheet

Ready for anything

Key Benefits and Capabilities
Prioritize Your Security Efforts
Make data-driven security decisions based  
on a crystal-clear understanding of what’s 
important. With Netskope Reporting (New 
Experience), you can pinpoint where your  
team should apply their time and energy.

Work Efficiently
Save time and reduce effort by getting  
answers using tools designed to deeply  
interpret the rich visibility provided by  
Netskope, and navigate the relationships  
within the metadata.

Identify and Build Awareness  
Around Cloud Usage
Get insights into the sanctioned and  
unsanctioned cloud applications in use,  
the riskiness of applications, and the data 
movement across these applications to  
assess the cloud security posture.

Understand Data Exposure
Monitor the data usage trends and get a  
detailed summary of data movement to 
understand potential exposure of data  
across the SaaS and web applications.

Ensure Compliance Readiness
Keep a tighter grip over data movement  
and user activity trends to take necessary 
measures for protecting sensitive data in  
the cloud and ensuring compliance with  
global data protection laws.

Immersive and intuitive report building
Organizations are adopting cloud and SaaS applications at a rapid 
pace to meet their digital transformation needs. With the explosion 
of applications and sensitive data moving to and from among those 
applications, security practitioners need to constantly monitor the  
key business metrics around the users, devices, applications, and  
data, and define security policies to defend against risks.

Why Choose Netskope?
The Netskope Reporting (New Experience) platform provides customers a 
highly immersive and intuitive experience of building reports that presents 
deep insights into the potential risks that your company and users may be  
exposed to while adopting the SaaS applications.

Key Features

• Dashboard customization: Customize the dashboards in multiple ways  
to suit specific business needs. Add filters to view particular types of data,  
provide additional context with labels, or add widgets to show additional  
data on the dashboards.

• Interactive charts: Utilize interactive charts and widgets to analyze  
additional details in the reports, such as live sorting via table columns  
and data group interaction. 

• Flexible scheduling options: Eliminate the need for manual report creation  
and free up employee time through report scheduling. Automatically deliver  
reports in specified timelines and multiple formats to various stakeholders.  
All the scheduled reports are organized under a dedicated folder.

• Executive sharing: Seamlessly share key reports on the key performance indicators 
trends with executives and keep them informed on the organization’s security posture.

Netskope Reporting  
(New Experience)

Netskope Reporting (New 
Experience) provides an 
immersive and intuitive report-
building experience.



Netskope, a global SASE leader, helps organizations apply zero trust principles and AI/ML innovations to protect data and defend against cyber threats. 
Thousands of customers trust Netskope and its powerful NewEdge network to address evolving threats, new risks, technology shifts, organizational and 
network changes, and new regulatory requirements. Learn how Netskope helps customers be ready for anything on their SASE journey, visit netskope.com.
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Request a demoInterested in learning more?

The Netskope Difference
Netskope helps you reduce risk, accelerate performance, 
and provide unrivaled visibility into any cloud, web, and 
private application activity. To empower safe collaboration, 
Netskope reliably balances trust against risk with granular 
controls that adapt to changes in your environment. The 
Netskope platform protects against advanced and cloud-
enabled threats and safeguards data across all vectors 
(any cloud, any app, any user). A single-pass architecture 
delivers a fast user experience and simplified operations.

REPORTING  
(NEW EXPERIENCE) STANDARD REPORTING

DATA AVAILABILITY

Analytics on Summary Data � �

# of Attributes Available for Analysis 300+ 40

VISUALIZATIONS

In-table Visualizations � x

Bar, Pie, Table, Trend � �

Live Table Column Sorting � x

Data Group Interaction � x

DASHBOARDS

Predefined Dashboards 13* 13

Predefined Widgets 38** 36

Cloud Risk Assessment Report � �

Cloud Usage Dashboards � �

Customizable Predefined Widgets/Dashboards � �

Dashboard-level Filters � x

Customizable Text Boxes � x

OTHER FEATURES

Export Formats Excel, Text, CSV, PDF CSV, PDF 

Scheduling/Sharing � �

Schedule Management Center � x

Executive Share � x

Simplified Report Building � x
*Tenants will be migrated over to Reporting (New Experience) starting second half of 2024; Standard Reporting (and endpoints) will be 
deprecated and no longer supported at the end of the year. Please reach out to your account team to learn more about early access to get a 
head start on the migration process.

**Predefined dashboard/widget library will continue to grow with introduction of new data collections in the future.

http://www.netskope.com
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